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for Periods/Learning 

objectives / 

progression 

Learning Outcomes/ Skills 

acquired

Activities (Formative assessment tasks, projects, 

Visits) INCLUDING VIRTUAL LEARNING 

Teaching Aids / 

Reference/ Resources
Competencies and Values MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link Art Integration Artificial Intelligence Critical Thinking

Lesson-1My Family 4 My family.

• Compare traditions in families with 

different cultural backgrounds (e.g. 

birthdays, religious ceremonies, etc) A family tree to shows the people in their family Text book,  PPT , smartboard 1.Creativity and innovation2.Problem solvining.3.Independent learning.

To know the  sources of past and 

present of UAE.

Moral Science Make a family tree Digtal competency

Compare the Joint and Nuclear 

family

4

Importance of living in a 

family and  types of 

families.

To identify the people who are 

important to them and the relationship 

between them.

Draw your family tree and add people in your family.

Text book,  PPT , smartboard 

, flash cards

Problem solving   Colloboration/Team Work                                                     

Care

UAE citizen welcomes and 

respects all the nationalities.

Moral Science Digital competency

People who help 

us 4

Appreciating every 

human being as a 

resource, e.g. explaining 

to them about 

contribution of every 

human being as a 

potential resource of the

• To realize people who help us 

everyday                                   To identify 

how people are important part of our 

lives.           To analyze how people are 

doing their different roles for the 

society?   

Classify the different types of community helpers and 

write how they are helpful to us eg. teachers, 

doctors,etc. video& Flash cards Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning.

Find out people who help us from 

your neighbour hood. Math Draw the the equipments used by the doctors. Digital competency

Why are  community helpers  

useful to us?

Lesson-2 My community-Ali's Family4

about contribution of 

every human being as a 

potential resource of the

• Demonstrate the ways in which they 

care for others, focusing on friends and 

family

Text book,  PPT , smartboard 

, flash cards 1.Creativity and innovation2.Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. UAE citizen welcomes and respects all the nationalities.Science Draw a route to your house to baqala. Digtal competency Why people live in social groups?

Lesson-3 My 

community-My 

School 4 society. 

• Find the relevant source of information 

for specific topics in social studies from 

printed and non-printed materials (e.g. 

technology, picture books)

Pair and share MY FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL.                    

2. Draw your school uniform Text book,  PPT , smartboard 

Problem solving   Colloboration/Team Work                                                     

Care

How UAE giving Job 

Opportunities for different 

nationalities?

math:shapes Draw a route from your class to the library. Digtal competency

Why most of the schools have a 

logo and why do we wear uniform to 

school?

4

Importance of uniform 

and logo.

To identigy the importance of uniform 

and logo. Write and draw the information about your school.

PPT, flash cards,

 videos . Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence

How health and safety of 

children are promoted and 

adhered to, in and around 

schools in the UAE? Science:Neighbour hood Draw your school logo. Digtal competency

Lesson-4 My 

community- 

Home rules and 

School rules 4

recognization of laws, 

rules and regulation at 

home to respect 

elders

Compare and contrast rules and 

regulations at home to those at 

school Make a word web of rules at home. Text book,  PPT , smartboard Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. Rules to be followed  in UAE. Moral Science: Values Write the rights and duties you follow at home and school. Digtal competency

Why should we have follow school 

rules.

4

recognization of laws, 

rules and regulation at 

school, to respect 

elders To recognize how rules and laws the help to establish order and ensure safety.

Think about the rules at school and make a rule hand 

book.

Text book,  PPT , smartboard 

, flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Values and culture of UAE Science-different profession Digtal competency

Lesson 5: Mid-

term review 2

To recall about the 

family, community and 

their rules and 

regulations.

"• Check their understanding of 

lesson one through four.

• Reflect an areas for improvement

" Draw the UAE flag and find information about the symbols 

of the UAE, each of the colors represent. PPT/Flash cards Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. Science: House Digtal competency

Explain 3 important rules at your 

school?

National symbols of India and UAE4 Symbols of UAE and India

To be aware about the National 

Symbols of our country Draw 1 or 2 national symbols of UAE and India video Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence UAE is conducting Year of Giving.

Math:shapes

Task sheet of national symbols. Digital competency

Why do we use national symbols of 

UAE?

Lesson 6: UAE 

Culture 4

culture of UAE,  national 

bird and animal

• Understand the importance of art in a 

culture Make a national animals  or a bird. PPT/Flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Values and culture of UAE science-Animals Draw dallah Digtal competency

Why do you think in the part 

animals were an important part of 

Emirati culture?

Lesson 7: UAE 

heritage and 

traditions 4

Symbols,songs and 

tradition of UAE.

• Describe symbols, songs and traditions 

that identify the UAE Draw a picture of your favourite family tradition. PPT/Flash cards self-confidence, Respect Identify wild life conservation of UAE English: Noun Digtal competency

Examine the importance of hertage 

and traditions?

July

August

Lesson 8: UAE 

heritage and 

traditions 

(part 2) 4

National identity 

awareness and value 

like 

handicraft,weaving 

falconery and archery.

• Understand the importance of 

preserving the elements of national 

identity Create UAE Heritage village. PPT/Flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Archeological sites in UAE English: Describing words Draw the UAE Emiraties dress Digtal competency Why are heritage village important?

Lesson9:Term 

Project- UAE 

Heritage village

Awareness and value of 

shared and national 

identities.

To describe symbols,songsand 

traditionsthat identify the Uae. Draw 1 or 2 tradition of UAE emiraties PPT/Flash cards self-confidence, Respect Values and culture of UAE Science-Animals Collect the information about Heritage village. Digtal competency

What is the location of your place? 

Which emirates?

Lesson 10 

Final Review
Reflect on areas for 

improvement.

To check their understanding of the 

lassons 

Read the sentence about UAE tradition and heritage and 

circle the correct answer from page no-88 PPT/Flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Values and culture of UAE Digtal competency

Why should we check the 

understandingof lessons?

Lesson-1 The 

United Arab 

Emirate 4 Seven Emirates

• Understand the importance of 

preserving the elements of national 

identity List 7 Emirates. Identify some of the UAE landmarks. 

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning.  Father  of UAE. Science-Animals Locate the seven Emirates in an out line map. Digtal competency

Locate the seven Emirates on the 

out line map of UAE.

Gandhiji 4 Father of our nation To  identify the Father of our nation ( Gandhiji )To discuss about the father of our nation. video& Flash cards Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. Father of UAE UAE: Leaders Write 1 quote of Gandhiji Digital competency

Why should we study about 

Gandhiji?

Lesson-2 My 

UAE 4

About UAE tradition and 

culture

• Understand the importance of 

preserving the elements of national 

identity

• • Locate each emirate on the map

PPT, flash cards,

 videos  of the founders of 

the UAE and activity sheets. Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. Acheivements of UAE English: Noun Draw the map of UAE Digtal competency

Why do people in the UAE 

celebrate National Day?

Lesson-3 

Birthdays 4

About the birthday 

celebration

• Compare and contrast traditions in 

families with different cultural 

background (eg. Birthdays, religious 

ceremonies etc)

• Create and exchange stories about themselves and their 

families with each other.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. 

Problem solving   Colloboration/Team Work                                                     

Care
Sources of income of UAE English: Describing words Make a birthday card for your friend. Digtal competency Write the meaning of your name.

Lesson-4 Grand 

dad’s photo 

album 4 Photo album

• Describe various ways people learn 

about the past (eg. Listening to elders, 

viewing photos videos and artefacts, 

examining buildings; reading diaries and 

stories etc) Draw a word web for artifacts.

Text book,  PPT , smartboard 

, flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Name the neighbouring countries of UAE 

Moral Science- Values

Make a photo album Digtal competency

Compare  the life with your life with 

the grand parents life

Lesson-5 Mid-

term review 4 To recall about the seven Emirates, tradition and culture in the UAE.

•

• Gather information from listening to 

videos, guest speakers or reading texts 

with the help of the teacher  Check their understanding of lesson one through four. PPT/Flash cards

onduct collaborative group work

Respect

Integrity

Natural resources of UAE 

Moral Science- Values

Digtal competency

Justify  Why learning different from 

past to present?

Lesson-6 Ali’s 

friends 4 cultural backgrounds

• Compare traditions in families with 

different cultural backgrounds (e.g. 

birthdays, religious ceremonies, etc)

Create a graphic organizer between places  and events to 

understand the past and present.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. 

conduct collaborative group work

Critical thinking,

Think-Pair-Share: Name the important Forts in UAE English: Vocabs Prepare a card to invite your frind for religious ceremony. Digtal competency

Write 3 things you have learned 

about UAE

Lesson-7 Ali’s 

friends 4 Past and present events

• Make  connections between places  

and events to understand the past and 

present

• Participate in class discussions of past 

or present the topic

Compare in groups the inventions and put them in time 

order from oldest to newest. Explain your order to our 

class.Brain storm on what has happened in the world in the 

last 100 years? Pg: 9,10,11, 

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. 

Problem solving   Colloboration/Team Work                                                     

Care.

Water bodies of UAE 

UAE is taking actions to enhance 

the quality of school Write all about yourself in graphic organizer. Digtal competency

Why is it important to respect 

people from other countries?

Lesson-8 

Cultures around 

us 4 Make the connections between places and events to understand the past and present.

Identify in what ways people in the 

local community might be different 

from each other, accepting these 

differences, adapting behavior to 

interact effectively, and being willing 

to discover news people and 

cultures Prepare a flow chart from past to present events.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Date farm in the UAE Science:Neighbour hood Learn from experience on page no-75. Digtal competency

Describe the importance of mean 

by culture?

Lesson-9 Project 2

Compare and contrast 

traditions in families 

with different cultural 

backgrounds

Understand the importance of 

preserving the elements of national 

identity Craete the poster on your culture.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Date farm in the UAE Science:Neighbour hood Make a poster on food you eat and clothes you wear. Digtal competency

Create a poster, a graph, an 

artefact, a chart for a theme or 

topic (with or without 

technology) related to Social
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Lesson-10 2

Reflect on areas for 

improvement.

To check their understanding of the 

lassons 

Read the sentence about UAE tradition and heritage and 

circle the correct answer from page no-88 PPT/Flash cards Collaboration, independent learning, self confidence Values and culture of UAE Digtal competency

Write different ways to say 

Hello.

Early Human 4 Discoveries of Early Human

To discuss about the difficulties the early 

man led.

  Draw an Early Human and Modern Human and write 

about them.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. UAE values Respect . Moral Science: Values Make a poster of Early Human Digital competency

How is early man different from 

modern man.

WINTER VACATION 

Being Good to 

every one 3 Golden words

To realize what are good habits.      

To explain the importance of good 

habits .       Make word web for Golden words.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning.

UAE values Respect        UAE treating 

people of other countries with care and 

respect. Moral Science: Values Make a poster on magic words Digital competency List out some good habits?

3

3

3

Maharana 

Pratap

2

The famous Indian 

King Maharana Pratap 

fought to save his 

kingdom. 

To know that Maharana  Prathap was 

the King of Mewar.               • To 

realize Maharana Prathap fought 

bravely against the rulers     Make a identity card for Maharana pratap.

Online resources, text book , 

ppt. Creativity and innovation2. Problem solvining.3.Independent learning. values Respect , Honesty    Moral Science: Values Write 1 contribution of Maharana pratap. Digital competency

Write 1/ 2 sentences about 

Maharana Pratap and its pet.

3

2

2
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